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Climb Everest - virtually!

Try going up and down the stairs over a 10 minute period if you can – and see how many
flights you can comfortably and safely achieve – this will help you set your daily ‘flight’ goal
(remember you’ve got to go down as well as up, as any good mountaineer, but only count the
flights up!). You might find it easier to just go up and down the bottom step or use an aerobic
step instead

We first asked supporters to undertake this challenge during lockdown as a way to help people
stay active and motivated whilst raising vital funds - and supporters have continued since!

All you have to do is climb a mere 29,029 ft (or 8,848 meters) - which is calculated takes 58,070
steps to get to the summit (or based on 15 steps on a flight of stairs, that’s 3,871 times up the
stairs!). Work out your own target based on the number of steps at home (or where you are
completing your challenge).

How it works 

Questions:
e: rachel.markham@charity-link.org  t: 0116 222 2200

Have you got what it takes to complete the Charity Link 
Climb Mount Everest Challenge?!  

Based on the calculations above, if you get sponsored 10p for each flight, you could raise £387.10! You could ask
people to sponsor you 1p a flight – that’s £38.71 if you make the summit – which Charity Link can turn into £193.55
of essential support.

You might want to set a very ambitious time period to complete your challenge, or do it over a period of weeks or
months, or split the challenge between friends or family members.

Claim your certificate
Let us know you are undertaking this challenge and when you have completed it get in touch and we'll send you
your special certificate (and medal for those raising £100+).

Good luck Mountaineers!  

You can also choose a different climbing challenge. Other choices include climbing:  
Canary Wharf Tower – 1,600 steps        Ben Nevis – 8,810 steps       Mount Kilimanjaro – 38,680 steps  

It’s not the mountain we conquer, but ourselves.”  
 

“Today is your day! Your mountain is waiting, So…
get on your way!” 

 

(Sir Edmund Hillary) 

 (Dr. Seuss) 

Set your individual or group goals / Fill in your goal sheet  / Ask your contacts to support you (setting up an online
sponsorship page is a great way to collect funds and keep your supporters up to date with now your challenge is
going 
Get  climbing!
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Climb Everest goal sheet

Target

____________ flights over ___________ days 

Daily target ___________________________

Final total:   __________________________________

I am climbing ______________________________
to help ensure local people in need have the basics in life


